INVESTMENT INSIGHTS
SFC Tactical Investment Strategies

2019 Year-End Review & Outlook
■ Market Review
Equities

Investors cheered the end of 2019 as their accounts recorded substantial profits over the past 12 months. Meanwhile, those who
sold most or all of their stock positions during 2018 fourth quarter’s equity meltdown and didn’t reinvest in 2019 missed the
tremendous rally and resulting celebration. At year end the Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 22% while the broader S&P 500
Index soared 31%—one of the best years in the past decade. The Dow’s more than 170% rise from 2010 to 2020 ranks as the fourth
best decade-long performance in the past 100 years. International stocks, while underperforming the U.S., also finished 2019 with
substantial increases.
The mood entering January was far dimmer for investors. The global
economy was weakening; stocks worldwide had fallen in tandem and money
managers worried that the Federal Reserve’s interest rate increases would
turn an economic slowdown into a recession.
What led to such a rise in equities? The Fed quickly corrected its 2018
mistake of raising interest rates by lowering them in 2019. Inflation stayed
under control. President Trump decided that he wanted a trade deal with
China, notwithstanding some harrowing fits and starts along the way, and
only resulting in Phase One of trade negotiations. Also the momentum built
by tax reform and deregulation in the early Trump administration years
helped the economy, especially the job market and consumer spending,
stay remarkably buoyant despite a trade-induced slump in the
manufacturing sector.
The lesson successfully learned is that no one knows how stocks will perform in any given year because so much can change. And
as no one can successful “time” the market over the long run it’s best to stick with your investment plan.
Fixed Income
While investors focused on the stellar returns of stocks in 2019, bonds also performed very well, especially given that the 10-year
U.S. Treasury note was only yielding around 2.7% at the start of the year. As the Federal Reserve began to lower borrowing rates in
early 2019—reversing its 2018 trend of raising rates that set off a year-end stock market correction—the same Treasury note ended
December at 1.9%. While seemingly a small decline, it had the effect of raising investment grade bond prices to a near double-digit
high for the year.
Riskier bonds, such as high-yield and emerging market securities, fared even better recording returns in the mid-teens as fixed
income investors clamored for higher dividend income in a low-yielding marketplace.
■ Global Market Performance
Stock investors are heading into the New Year with a sense of cautious confidence after strong gains across all major global stock
markets in the fourth quarter and for 2019.
The S&P 500 Index gained 9.1% for the fourth quarter and ended the year up 31.5%; its best performance since 2013. Small
company stocks were the poorest performing of any domestic equity category for the year as investors were cautious about these
“riskier” stocks, but still rose an impressive 25.5% for the year and 9.9% in the fourth quarter as measured by the Russell 2000
Index. The tech-heavy Nasdaq Composite advanced 11.1% over the past three months and 36% for 2019, making it the best
performing major U.S. stock index.
And 2019 was also a year that saw all broad market sectors produce gains, with nine out of the 11 sectors posting gains greater
than 20%. The top three sectors were technology (driven by behemoths Microsoft (+58%) and Apple (+89%), communication services
and financials; returning 48%, 30%, and 29%, respectively. Energy was the worst performing sector of the year with a return of just
5%, and has been the worst performing sector in five out of the last six calendar years.
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Major foreign stock markets performed well, but could not match their U.S. counterpart for 2019. Developed international stocks
rose 8.2% in the past three months and jumped 22.7% for the year, as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index in U.S. dollars. Investor
concerns about slow growth in Europe and Japan, declining currencies vs. the dollar, and growing political disunity within the
European Union dampened returns for foreign developed countries in 2019.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index gained 11.8% over the past quarter, increasing emerging markets’ (EM) return for the year at
18.4%. Russia rallied 17% in Q4 and over 50% for the year as its central bank eased. India increased just 5% as the country faced
economic and political turmoil. Despite a solid EM return, U.S./China tariff wars, Hong Kong protests and currency weakness had
been ongoing concerns causing headwinds for these countries’ equities.
Natural resources and other commodities were up 4.4% for the fourth quarter and rose 7.7% for the year as measured by the
Bloomberg Commodity Index. The best performing commodities for 2019 were precious metals (+17%), and the worst performing
commodities were agriculture (+2%). The volatile energy commodity (oil, natural gas, gasoline etc.) was up 12% for the year.
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Bond markets posted a strong performance in 2019. Investors sent a steady flood of cash into bond funds in 2019 for safety as the
Federal Reserve lowered borrowing rates to help stimulate a deteriorating economy. Concerns over a China trade war and other
geopolitical events also pushed investors to fixed income securities. This influx of cash started a virtuous cycle that further drove
bond market gains; effectively lowering bond yields thus increasing prices. Investors will likely keep sending cash into bond funds in
2020 that could help support fixed income markets, according to Ned Davis Research.
For the past three months the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index of high-quality government, mortgage and corporate
bonds rose just 0.2%, but ended 2019 up a strong 8.7%. Non-investment grade or high-yield bonds gained 2.6% for the quarter and
posted 14.3% for the year as investors were confident about holding low credit-quality debt securities amid a steady economy and a
hard-charging stock market. Tax-free state government municipal bonds gained 0.7% in the last three months and were up 7.5% for
the year, as continued demand from higher-bracket tax payers and short security supply drove up prices. The Bloomberg Barclays
Capital Global Bond Index had a profit of 1.3% for the quarter and finished the year up a robust 8.2%.
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■ Portfolio Review
The markets are highly unpredictable and few can tell you where it will be in 12 months. It is better to focus on owning
good stocks, good strategies and good managers for the long haul. Tilting the (investment) weights in the portfolio is fine
to do if you are uncomfortable with a size or want to be more opportunistic about a better outcome.
---Blaine Rollins; Managing Director and Portfolio Manager for 361 Capital
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Strategic Financial Concepts (SFC) Tactical Investment Strategy (TIS) client accounts scored major advances across all models in
2019. The high increases in stocks, bonds and alternative investment holdings combined for double-digit gains. And while our
conservative strategy (an underweight in stocks) with all TIS model portfolios resulted in some underperformance to comparable
Morningstar benchmarks, on a risk-adjusted basis we are pleased with the year’s outcome.
For example, for our popular balanced Moderate Allocation Model Portfolio, we underperformed by about 1.80% (180 basis points)
for 2019, but with a lower risk of roughly 80% of the benchmark’s. Using our industry jargon, we had a 92% “upside capture” ratio
of the benchmark gain, but with 80% of the “downside capture” risk for the Moderate portfolio. So overall we are satisfied with the
returns we achieved for clients given our reduced risk. In times when markets perform poorly (such as recently in 2015 and 2018),
our conservative positioning of accounts typically does well compared to benchmarks and our peers. In combining the good and bad
market years over the past near two decades, this tactical investment strategy has resulted in long-term SFC TIS Model Portfolio
performance that has achieved very favorable results.
Since our last quarterly Investment Insights newsletter, we’ve become more optimistic. Then there were signs of a deteriorating
economy here and abroad. Since then, especially in the U.S., economic indicators have improved. Still, in considering 2020 portfolio
positioning we see the stock market at all-time highs, and bonds have performed well as interest rates dropped pushing prices up.
For equities, though, we feel there’s still room to advance higher for the year (especially U.S. stocks), but believe that because of
these market milestones and stretched stock valuations—along with a record run over past 10+ years—it’s best to be somewhat
cautious going into this presidential election year.
As such, at 2019 year end we made trades to increase stalwart large dividend-paying U.S. company stocks in portfolios, while
reducing exposure to volatile emerging market stocks. For fixed income, we executed minor adjustments to bond holdings that could
add marginally to returns. For alternative investments we changed out one holding (BlackRock Tactical Opportunities Fund) for poor
performance, though we have been pleased overall with holding returns in this asset class in 2019. Finally, and importantly, we took
some gains off the table, mainly in stock holdings, by rebalancing accounts closer to their target allocations after a year of substantial
profits.

■ Market Outlook
The animal spirits of US entrepreneurs are alive and well; think about the innovations of the last decade and how they've
changed the world and our daily lives. The US has gone from the world's largest importer of petroleum products to being a
net exporter. Cancer death rates are headed down substantially. The value of the technology we can hold in our hands easily
dwarfs what even the best desktops could do a decade ago… The current expansion won't last forever. But we don't see it
ending anytime soon.
---Brian S. Wesbury; Chief Economist at First Trust Advisors
As mentioned economic indicators have improved recently. While manufacturing still shows signs of weakness, consumer spending
is in fact strengthening, which is about 70% of gross domestic product (GDP). Unemployment and inflation remain low. The Federal
Reserve decreased interest rates three times in 2019 making the cost of borrowing for consumers and businesses more affordable.
One example being improved home building starts mostly due to lower mortgage rates. It seems the Fed will be on pause for any
interest changes for perhaps all of 2020. A U.S./China Phase One trade deal was signed in January, and a “new and improved” trade
deal with our Mexican and Canadian neighbors will be ratified soon. Consequently, because of the above factors any perceived U.S.
recession risk soon has subsided.
Overseas, in the developed markets of Europe, the economic growth outlook remains sluggish but has stabilized, which is
encouraging. Brexit now seems to be a certainty in 2020 and markets like certainty. Only the economies of emerging markets
(primarily in Asia) and Japan are still under pressure as that region’s weakness in trade and currencies is stunting its growth.
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With the trend of reaccelerating economic growth and contained recession risk, single digit earning expectations for S&P 500
companies seems achievable this year. And while current valuation multiples for stocks are historically higher than average, they are
relatively well supported by forecasted GDP growth and also by low bond yields (causing investors to seek stocks instead for higher
returns).

With the yield curve now “un-inverted” from inverted moments last year (when long-term yields were lower than short-term) and with
signs of economic stabilization without substantial inflation, the Federal Reserve will likely be on hold for the foreseeable future. This
means bond prices should be stable in the near future while also propping up stock prices.
In summary, while we are more optimistic on stocks than last quarter, we are mindful that we are in the late innings of a recordbreaking bull market which will eventually come to an end. Plus there are always unforeseen geopolitical events that could spook
investors in 2020. The bond market is also losing strength, and can only be expected to provide low single digit returns going forward.
As of this publication, articles of impeachment against President Trump are heading to the Senate for trial, where he is highly doubtful
to be found guilty with a Republican majority and the Democrats needing a 2/3rds affirmative vote. Still, the specter of this partisan
drama and the presidential election in November add to market uncertainty. Nevertheless, we are hopeful for presents in our
stockings instead of coal in December 2020.
So how have we positioned portfolios in light of our cautiously optimistic outlook? The ride for investors in this election year is
expected to be more turbulent than in 2019, but potentially made smoother and expectantly profitable for SFC TIS clients by our
slight underweight of stocks and more prominently in bonds. (Especially riskier foreign stocks and non-investment grade bonds.) We
will continue to use alternative investments (such as “hedged” investments and natural resources) that tend to have less swings or
can move in different directions than traditional stocks and bonds. This strategy has proven to be effective in periods of volatile
market environments.
We appreciate your continued confidence in our services. Your inquiries are welcomed.
Dean L. Boebinger, CFP®
Strategic Financial Concepts, LLC
Director of Tactical Investment Strategies
20333 State Hwy. 249, Ste. 200
Houston, TX 77070
281.378.8008
dboebinger@sfcria.com

Dedicated to Protecting and Growing Clients’ Wealth
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Sources: 361 Capital Market Commentary, New Year, Markets and News, January 6, 2020; Baird Private Wealth Management, Q4 2019 Market Chart Book, December
31, 2019; Barron’s Bond Funds Had a Strong 2019, December 31, 2019. Fidelity Investments, Quarterly Market Update, Q4 2019; First Trust Advisors Monday
Morning Outlook, The Expansion Continues, December 30, 2019 JP Morgan Asset Management, Guide to the Markets, Q4 2019; PIMCO Cyclical Outlook, Window of
Weakness, September 2019; State Street Global Advisors, SPDR ETFs Chart Pack, January 2020 Edition; The Wall Street Journal (multiple publications).
Strategic Financial Concepts, LLC (SFC), is an independent investment adviser registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. SFC offers investment
management and financial planning services for individuals, advisors, corporations, and non-profit organizations. We welcome your inquiries.
This publication represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee
of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding mutual funds or any stock or bond in particular,
nor should it be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell a security. This publication is for your use only and is based upon information that we consider
reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. The opinions expressed are our opinions only.
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. In addition to the normal risks associated with equity investing, international investments may involve
risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or from economic or political instability
in other nations. Narrowly focused investments typically exhibit higher volatility. Products of companies in which technology funds invest may be subject to severe
competition and rapid obsolescence.
Index information is for illustrative purposes only and does not represent any particular SFC investment. Indices are unmanaged, thus do not incur management fees
or trading expenses.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. Read the prospectus of any
mutual fund or other investment products carefully before investing. Consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before investing.
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